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PARTICIPATION IN SCIENTIFIC CONFERENCES AND LECTURES


“Is it the *What* or the *How*? The roles of high-policing tactics and procedural justice in predicting perceptions of hostile treatment: The case of security checks at Ben-Gurion Airport, Israel.” Presented at the conference of the Israel Institute for Advanced Studies, the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, titled “The Legitimization of Modern Criminal Law.” Jerusalem, Israel, June 5-7, 2016. Co-authors: Badi Hasisi and Yoram Margalioth.

“Fair processes in police-citizen interactions: What do they look like, why are they important, and how do we get there?” Invited talk at the Behavioral Science Division of the Israel National Police, March 2016.

“Is it the *WHAT* or the *HOW*? The roles of surveillance policing tactics and procedural justice in predicting perceptions of fair treatment: The case of security checks at Ben-Gurion Airport, Israel.” Presented at the Annual Meeting of the American Society of Criminology. Washington DC, Nov. 18-21, 2015. Co-authors: Badi Hasisi and Yoram Margalioth.


“The implications of policing terrorism: The Israeli experience.” Presented at the University of Maryland as part of the course Criminological Aspects of Terrorism, College Park, Maryland, April 28, 2011.

"Antecedents of police legitimacy in Israel." Presented at the Annual meeting of the American Society of Criminology, San-Francisco, California, November 17-20, 2010. Co-author: David Weisburd


